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Abstract. The author conducted a study to test her hypothesis of the feasibility and the
effective results of teaching college English through MOOC to science and engineering
majors in Guilin University of Technology. By employing the carefully-designed
teaching procedures different from the traditional way of college English teaching for 3
months, the author has come to a tentative conclusion that College English Teaching
through MOOC encourages the maximum participants in classroom activities and it is
somewhat in relation to students’ English proficiency. From what was resulted from the
study, the author sums up four “Conveniences” coming out of the application of
MOOC in college English class.

1 Introduction

1.1 Research Background

The past two decades has witnessed a great change in the field of research on English
teaching as English is more and more widely used with the rapid development of
economy in China. There is no denying that college English teaching is required to set
higher standards to meet the needs of economic globalization and sufficient
consideration should be given to practical use of English. Therefore, to enhance
students’ comprehensive English competence, some teachers have been employing
various methods including communicative approach, task-based approach,
content-based instruction, blending teaching, project-based teaching and the like rather
than follow the traditional grammar-translation approach. Regrettably, the present
English teaching is still far from satisfying the requirements of the latest National
College English Curriculum Requirements of the national ministry of education. An
intense reform of English teaching material is thus carried out under this circumstance.

Guilin University of Technology is located in Guangxi province, in which quite a few
areas still remain relatively backward in economy. Students who come from those areas
usually perform poorly at English for the reason that they were not able to be involved
in sufficient authentic materials in high school. Even after they study in the university,
their exposure to authentic English environment is still far less enough due to the
limited English course allotment. What’s worse, the students have to try hard to work
with the mechanical exercises in order to pass CET-4 and CET-6 tests. Hence they have
little opportunity or even are reluctant to get a chance to improve their English
proficiency. In order to find a useful method to change this situation, the author
attempted to reform her traditional college English course both in her way of teaching
and by using authentic audiovisual materials.

1.2 Research Objectives
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During the practical teaching in Guilin University of Technology (GUT), the author
discovers that science and engineering students have motivational, cognitive and
emotional barriers in English learning, which urges her to think up a better way to
achieve the effective teaching results. For this reason, the author has developed various
ways and employed different approaches in classroom teaching, in which she
consciously increased the input of English Massive Open Online Course(hereinafter
referred to briefly as “MOOC”) to take the place of some traditional materials and she
found that science and engineering students became more active and listened more
attentively. Quite a larger participation was involved in the classroom activities as well.
However, whether the application of MOOC can better stimulate science and
engineering majors’ motivation in English learning, or rather whether students’
comprehensive level of proficiency in English can be enhanced through MOOC
application in college English teaching still needs to be studied and confirmed by
further researches in depth, as the previous studies in this field mostly focus on the
categorization and listing of the videos and some steps of teaching English through
films and TV Plays. There is still much room left for deeper and more concrete study of
the necessity and applicable functions to promote their popularization in college
English teaching.

2 Disadvantages of Traditional College English Teaching Ways and Materials

Profoundly affected by the traditional mode of college English teaching, vast majority
of the teachers tend to follow the similar way of teaching in class. That is, the teachers
explain new words and expressions demonstrated in each unit of the textbook first, then
turn to guide students scan the text to catch the main idea before a detailed analysis of
the whole article or an explicated explanation of the language tips. Or in a language lab,
the teacher operates the computer or plays the tapes while the students listen once or
several times and then work with the after-listening exercise in some fixed forms in the
textbook. While giving a lecture, teachers are apt to consciously speak slowly for the
sake of students’ clearer understanding of each word. In most cases, teachers dominate
the whole process of in-class activities and act as a master.

As a result, students go further and further away from the authenticity of the target
language. First, being long exposed in such passive language learning environment and
conventional mode of teaching, students would definitely lost their interest in English
study , which may lead to their nervousness, anxiety and negative attitudes as well.
What’s worse, students would gradually lost their initiative and enthusiasm due to the
“control” of their teacher.

Quite a number of universities are still employing the so-called “classic” coursebooks
edited in the 2000s for college English teaching. The out-of-date contents apparently
have gone too far away from the rapid speed of informational change, thus fail to meet
the requirements of new English teaching.

First, conventional teaching materials seem to show a lack of variety and flexibility.
The inflexibility of the coursebook makes a dull classroom teaching environment and
restricts teachers from reverting to their teaching method.Second, conventional
teaching materials lack of interest. Text-based materials without any visual aids tend to
be monotonous and boring, which not only make it hard for students to remain
concentrating on text study, but also distracts their previous interest in English
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learning.Furthermore, conventional teaching materials lack of authenticity.
Consequently, students fail to catch the normal speed of real-life English; they tend to
be confused by how to use certain expressions in appropriate place at appropriate time.

Teaching materials which provide authentic, lively and interesting contents with a
variety of topics and activities can be a powerful factor in strengthening learners’
motivation, while unsuitable coursebooks make up one of the most important factors
demotivating student in L2 learning (Dörnyei, 1998b).

Of all the above-mentioned, we can be firmly convinced that it is beneficial for teachers
to apply a positive and motivating way of teaching to language teaching, along with
which massive audio-visual teaching materials are expected to be employed.

3 MOOC and College English Teaching

MOOC（Massive Open Online Courses), a new type of educational model of open
education, is a prominent open and free educational resource. As an initial revolution
for education which provide students with different ways to learn, MOOC now is
pacing its way in higher education. Boundless prospect and opportunities has been
created for the integration of the teaching development and the modern technology of
traditional universities by the appearance of MOOC.

The concept of MOOC was initially put forward in 2008, along with the Social Media
and Open Education Online Course by Professor Alec Couros in University of Regina,
Canada. The year 2012 has witnessed a boom in MOOC throughout the world, when
Peking University, Tsinghua University and the Chinese University of Hongkong
officially stepped on the way of MOOC research and application.

Based on the Operant Conditional Response( the core concept of the Behaviorism
Theory proposed by the famous American Psychologist Skinner(1954:1957), MOOC is
applied to practice the significance of “emphasis”, which in Behaviorism Theory is
considered as a major means to form the operant conditional response. During the
process, the arrangement of teaching focuses on the possible strengthening practice so
as to achieve the effective learning.

As MOOC employs a variety of micro-videos, face-to-face authentic record videos,
audio explanations to each section of relevant text, cultural background knowledge,
tiny quizzes, text-based exercise and even the platform for students to demonstrate their
homework, the author anticipated its excellent way achieving self-improvement, the
practical method for educational instruction and the brilliant approach concerning
social equality. Thus in March 2017, a College English MOOC production team
involving 25 professional college English teachers including the author in the foreign
study of Guilin University of Technology(GLUT) was formed and the team officially
launched a College English Online Course through the MOOC platform of GLUT in
February 2018.

The College English Online Course launched on GLUT MOOC platform is a course
elaborately designed in accordance with the New Target College English Integrated
Course Book 2, the contents of which incorporate the following sections: lead-in,
cultural appreciation and brief summary, which are some micro-videos conducted by
the teacher recorded in authentic circumstances ; and comprehension of text, difficult
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sentences and vocabulary study which are some audio recorders concerning the
language points explained by the teacher in full details. Apart from these, some relevant
exercise and quizzes are arranged in each section for students to practice and display
online.

As the designated English teacher of 3 classes for science and engineering majors , the
author put the College English MOOC to use as a way to reform the traditional teaching
from the beginning of the spring semester in 2018.

4 Teaching Procedures

4.1 Pre-class Tasks

The pre-class tasks plays a vital part for science and engineering majors in college
English MOOC study. With relatively lower intention and interest in English study,
science and engineering majors can better be attracted by the micro-videos of MOOC
and easily acquired the key language points with the help of the teacher’s detailed
explanation to each line of the text. Thus an overall preview of each unit though having
the College English Online Course by students themselves is of great necessity.

4.2 Preparation for Handouts with Specific Tasks

The author spent a long time on designing handouts before handing them out to each
students. A well-designed handout with specific tasks designed contributes greatly to
science and engineering majors’ clear understanding of what they are going to learn.
Although designing a handout for audiovisual English class is a rather time-consuming
and difficult job, yet necessary and helpful. Distributing a handout with clear teaching
aim, organized teaching procedures and brief language focus to students before class
can be of great benefit. Some culture notes and some popular idioms derived from the
audiovisual materials printed on the handout are apt to make easier access for students
to learn form MOOC English class.

4.3 Leading-in

The ability of conducting a stimulating leading-in has long been viewed as a basic skill
of a qualified teacher. Leading-in is a procedure associating students’ previous
experiences or prior knowledge with the new teaching contents. The strong motivation
of learning attributes much to the learners’ curiosity and the sense of identity towards
the new contents.(Chambers,1999: 113-115)In this case, the author attached much
importance to working out a good way to activate students’ existent knowledge before
she had a new lesson.

As MOOC has conducted a completely organizational learning process for students to
follow, the lead-in step can be concentrated on students’ achievements and their
completeness of the tasks.

4.4 Application of In-class Activities

There has always been plenty of reference in the study of modes of classroom activities
for English teaching. In accordance with the perceptions of the science and engineering
majors, the author highlighted some modes of classroom activities in the process of her
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class, which are proved by the data analysis practical and reasonable for college
English teaching though MOOC.

In terms of the science and engineering majors’ English learning reality and habits,
traditional activities such as brainstorming, imitating and dubbing has already been
proved of little effect in the author’s class. Since MOOC has paved the way for science
and engineering students to break down the barriers between text comprehension and
language use, some task-based activities are better choices to be adopted as follows:

Activity 1 Deducing and Describing

As is implicated in the two words “deduce” and “describe”, this activity is a kind of
practice involving students’ ability of imagination and deduction. The procedure of
which goes like this: The teacher selects a suitable part of the audiovisual material of
about two to three minutes and plays it for the students once with the sound turned off,
then ask them to guess who the characters are, what they are saying, and how will the
story develop. The teacher provides the visual images only during the whole process of
deducing and describing. Students are encouraged to tell freely with their imagination
and give reasons for their answers.(Richards，J.C. and Rodgers,2000)With the previous
preparation of the text engaging MOOC, students has got a general acquaintance of the
theme, which helps ease the tension of the students’ performance.

This activity helps develop and facilitate students’ deeper understanding and
interpretation of the materials, and is especially useful for the students at the elementary
or intermediate level of English.

Activity 2 Situational Simulation

MOOC provides the students with abundant theme-related audio and visual materials,
with which teachers can effectively conduct an interesting situational simulation
activity in class. The popularity of situational simulation is attributable much to its
functions of entertainment and practicability. Students usually work in pairs or groups
and each of them has a chance to act in the situational dialogue. The author noticed in
her class that some less active students had shown unusual passion in this activity, and
she assumes this may attributes to a sense of identity or significantly existence while
they were playing in the group.

The teacher acts as an audience rather than an evaluator during the process so that the
participants can relax themselves and act spontaneously in the light atmosphere.
Undoubtedly, MOOC provide numerous authentic situations of various kinds for
different topics, which are super for situational simulation instruction.

A good situational simulation activity for science and engineering majors is suggested
to go in this way: first, students are required to brainstorm some related words and
expressions they have previously learn from MOOC study. And then teachers set more
than 3 situations of different degree of difficulty according to certain chosen segments
and then provide students with the language input according to the topic. Students work
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in pairs or groups and choose a proper situation to simulate and allocate the role for
each participant, make clear statements of the aims before they get familiar with the
role they are going to act as, and then work on a cooperative demonstration of the
simulation. Most importantly, getting feedback from the teacher or the fellow students
and engaging in self-introspection after the performance is particularly necessary on the
way to improve students’ communicative skill. Science and engineering students of
different English proficiency are accessible to the task they can accomplish without too
much difficulty, accordingly they gain enough confidence and are willingly to
participate in the activity.

Activity 3 Group Discussion and Critical Thinking

Group discussion can be extraordinary fruitful in acquiring cultural knowledge in
audiovisual English class. According to what Penny Ur (1981) had described, group
work facilitates students’ language learning evidently. In a group work, students tend to
be less tense and more confident in expressing themselves in English. Group work
invites the maximum participants as well. Most or even all the students can join in the
groups and get involved in the discussion simultaneously. A heated discussion with a
hot topic is always welcomed by the students and leads to a fruitful outcome.

Students’ MOOC study during the pre-viewing period has greatly saved the teacher’s
time and energy to input the linguistic knowledge, in the mean time, students has more
or less perceived the text-related questions after they finish the MOOC tasks. A good
group discussion outcome depends on these two premises to a large extend.

The process of group discussion shouldn’t neglect the step of critical thinking in the
whole class. Critical thinking checks how far a group discussion can go.

Activity 4 Additional Watching and Thinking

This is an extracurricular activity highly demanding students’ autonomous learning
consciousness. It is of little use for those who are not willing to study autonomously
while is of great benefit to the others. MOOC provides sufficient extracurricular
materials for students to learn after class, hence, the additional watching and thinking
activity is expected to be carried out smoothly. Water constantly dripping wears holes
in stone. Additional watching and thinking is highly necessary for science and
engineering majors for the fact that they just have four periods of English class a week.
Additional textbook-based materials cause students’ feeling of rejection, whereas
additional audiovisual materials are capable of adding great fun to students’ language
study.

In Brief, any pragmatic activity linking closely to the desired goals of students’
language study should be applied into the classroom appropriately.

4.5 Post-class Tasks

A college English class without preparation work is tough and puzzling; whereas
classes without follow-up activities is forgettable and fails to take effort. The author
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had prepared a collection of various kinds of classroom activities and employed them in
the MOOC English class at the proper time. MOOC encourages students to display
their homework online for two reasons as follow: to enhance students’ perseverance of
autonomous study and to promote the communication among students and teachers
thus achieve constant improvement.

5 Summary of the Teaching Reflection

From what has been revealed in the author’s classes and the analysis of the research so
far, the author discovered from the test scores that students’ English proficiency is
indeed improved at a certain stage with the application of college English teaching
through MOOC. It seems to suggest that teaching college English through MOOC for
science and engineering majors is feasible. The author made a summary of the benefits
revealed in her class as follows:

 “Environment” Convenience

“Environment” here refers to a real world of language use that students are brought into
by the abundant audiovisual materials provided by MOOC. The term” authenticity” is
set at a high value in the field of language teaching, for the teaching materials with
which not only shows a real social and cultural background reflecting people’s way of
life but also create a referential situation for classroom activities. The beautiful pictures,
the fascinating scenes, the attractive heroes, the intricate plot and the other aspects
make college English MOOC study process so real that students feel as if they were
participating in those activities as they do in real life. Thus they may perhaps pick up
the language naturally and spontaneously.

 “Encouragement” Convenience

“Encouragement” here means students are encouraged to perform more actively by the
comfortable and non-threatening environment that English MOOC study creates. The
author’s science and engineering students’ language anxiety tends to be lowered and
their negative attitudes to English learning appear to be less obvious after they have
previously learned and get acquaintance with micro-videos, face-to-face authentic
record videos, audio explanations to each section of relevant text, cultural background
knowledge, tiny quizzes, and the text-based exercise designed by the teachers in each
unit of MOOC.With a general command of the knowledge in each unit, the students are
able to complete the teacher’s tasks in class confidently. Students’ encouragement is
likely to be aroused by the confidence they gain in class, while confidence comes from
lower anxiety and stronger motivation.

 “Enjoyment” Convenience

“Variety and flexibility are the two overriding principles behind good lesson planning.”
(Harmer, 1983:220)

As is mentioned above, contents of college English MOOC produced by the team of
Foreign Study of GLUT consist of a variety of videos, audio materials, delicate and
content-rich PowerPoint works etc., which attributes largely to the fun and flexibility of
college English teaching. Teachers may change their teaching methods and arrange
interesting activities with the situations changing. Apart from these, science and
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engineering students may feel more relax and enthusiastic during the process of
situational simulation activities. The target-language cultures and –beliefs, customs,
even costumes are gradually acquired by students in such relaxing and cheerful
atmosphere that college English online course helps create.

 “Evaluation” Convenience

Online Course makes it easy for teachers to monitor and follow students’ learning
behavior and evaluate their learning effect . The time students spare to learn , the
homework they display on line, even the attitude they reveal while learning and
answering related questions are clearly disclosed in every detail of the trace they leave
online, thus facilitating the teacher to assess students’ daily performance. Under this
circumstance, science and engineering students who are less motivated and
self-disciplined will inevitably involved themselves more frequently in college English
study though MOOC.

6 Conclusion

Application of MOOC in college English class not only provides opportunities to meet
the needs of enlarging students’ horizon but also practical skills to acquire information.
And better, MOOC makes it available for busy teachers to improve and obtain new
teaching techniques. Apart from these advantages, science and engineering majors have
shown greater participation in classroom activities and get higher scores in English
proficiency tests as proved in the author’s classroom teaching.

It is obvious that MOOC offers lots of unimaginable advantages for us; however, we
should justify that in the field of relevant research, more appropriate teaching designs
and more empirical studies are expected to be conducted. Lets hope for for a better
future of more effective college English teaching.

[Project] Supported by Guangxi Higher Education Teaching Reform Project of 2018
(2018JGB196)
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